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What is personal branding

Personal branding is simple; it’s showing potential employers, 
clients and the world at large who you are and what you stand for.

We all take first impressions pretty seriously. In an increasingly digital age, 
whether you know a person or not, you probably start making assumptions 
about him/her long before you meet in person, and their impression is usually 
only solidified after you exchange names and handshakes.

Personal branding gives you the power to come across honestly, clearly and 
powerfully. 

From that first meeting to all future interactions you’ll have with someone, it’s 
your responsibility to constantly emphasize your “best side.”

How are you perceived by others?



Why does my brand matter?

▪ Your personal brand is a combination of your resume and your 
social media presence, as well as physical presence. Your brand 
shapes how others see you in the marketplace.

▪ In today’s job market, you will be googled, so plan for it and use 
it!

▪ The one or two page paper resume and generic job responses 
are not even table stakes if you want to differentiate yourself 
from your peers.

▪ The marketplace is competitive – you can own build your brand, 
and help shape the perspective you want others to have. 

Create a strategy to move your brand – metrics and timelines, as well as feedback

Who is looking for someone with your skills, traits, values &goals?



Start by taking inventory of your current brand
Will it get me closer to my desired reputation and legacy?  

Brand Inventory: 
What do I want 
to be?

01
Elevator Pitch: 
Summarize my 
brand

02
Resume: Build 
my history and 
sell my skills

03
Online presence: 
Reinforce my 
story and build 
my credibility

04



Elevator Pitch 
A brief summary to define what you do and what makes you unique – tailored to the context, 

summarized and consistent with your messaging.

Your 
Brand

Your 
resume

LinkedIn

Profile

Twitter
Personal 
website 
or blog

Social 
Media 

platforms

Basic components to consider

✓ Be a resource
✓ Stay in touch
✓ Always be genuine



Thinking about your resume

▪ If you have a professional website
highlighting your work, include the address. 
You will want to include the link to your 
LinkedIn profile.

▪ Describe specific responsibilities and 
highlight accomplishments.

▪ Support all accomplishments with specific 
results. Try to quantify and qualify your 
accomplishments wherever possible.

▪ Draw attention to what the market is buying.

▪ Check spelling and grammar.

▪ Type and proofread the final copy with a 
friend.

▪ Use the space on the paper.

▪ Use active words.

Do the following

▪ Do not include salary history or salary 
requirements. You want to delay revealing 
your salary as long as possible. Introducing 
this too early will limit your ability to 
negotiate later.

• Do not include anything that will raise doubts 
about your skills and/or cause you to be 
screened out.

• Do not list references. Reserve them for the 
interview.

• Do not leave any gaps between employment 
dates.

• Do not include personal information such as 
age, marital status, or number of children.

• Do not exaggerate or misrepresent yourself.

Do Not do



LinkedIn
✓ Keep it Professional
✓ Post regularly
✓ Join industry groups

LinkedIn – Your professional brand

• Your LinkedIn Profile = Online reputation management!

• Show people who you are, where you’ve come from– This is the 
equivalent to your online resume with more room to be verbose, 
and tie results to endorsements. It’s perfect for showing off your 
experience.

• Ask others to recommend and endorse you for your skills and 
past work– Get some social proof for your skills and talents. 
When others recommend or endorse you, anyone who sees your 
profile can see these and it shows you have other experts 
backing up your claims to have certain skills. This is very 
powerful in making connections.

• Drive traffic to your website or blog with posts and links where 
relevant.

• Customize your header, tie your branding into your blog or 
website if you have one.

Everything that 
happens online is 
public



Tips

• Post a great profile photo! your photo should be from the chest up, 
smiling, looking at the camera with minimal background distractions.

• Create a clear positioning statement reflecting your brand and value

• Ensure you fill out your “portfolio of skills”

• Activity - post topics from conferences attended, speaking 
engagements, papers

• Experience - list top 3 minimum (accomplishments from each)

• Add Volunteer experience, especially where relevant to the field or 
brand

• General guidelines:
• State “20+ years . . .” instead of an exact number
• Use media links to tie into each position
• Education - remove years

• Networking
• Recommendations - give & receive at least one per year
• Accomplishments - ensure all certifications received are listed
• Join 3 to 5 relevant groups

❑ What’s the purpose of my LinkedIn 
profile?

❑ Who’s my reader, or who do I want to 
target to?

❑ What do I want my profile to achieve?
❑ What do I want people to remember 

about me?

Ask Yourself:

Great additional references:
https://nejcslovnik.com/blog/linkedin-tips-and-tricks/

https://nejcslovnik.com/blog/linkedin-tips-and-tricks/


Using Social Media in 
your job search
• Personal branding is your foundation

• Tailor your message to your role

• Google your competition! Look at other 
professionals that already have the role you 
want – what key words, what 
accomplishments or traits do they have? How 
can you build on that and differentiate 
yourself?

• Manage your “non work” social media – you 
will be googled, so do the pre-work to own 
that image by cleaning up access, putting out 
what aligns with your brand.

•Build recruiter relationships

•Join in the mix

•Get to know key players
Network

•Customize when applying

•Create a brand foundation

•Dig into your industry
Source

•Build recruiter relationships

•Join in the mix

•Get to know key players
Engage

•Feed your online brand presence 
regularly

•Demonstrate knowledge and 
engagement

Interview

•Keep your candidacy strong

•Arm yourself with information

•Use social media to share the good 
news!

Offer

Recruiters Job Seekers

Align your strategy with how recruiters work



Building your elevator pitch

A brief summary of 
your experience, 
tailored to the situation 
and audience.

Say what you do

Differentiate yourself! 
Don’t be afraid to 
highlight a key strength 
that makes you stand 
out.

Say what makes 
you unique

A life lesson or key 
learning experience 
that makes you 
relatable and ties your 
experience to the 
situation is great.

Tell a quick story

Prepare versions, have them ready, try them out. 
Tie these in to your brand statements and across your 
branding platforms.
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Use LinkedIn Learning!

Consider reviewing the Career 
Management Topic

Creating your Brand

Your personal brand is your 
reputation and legacy. A strong 
personal brand can lead to job 
and career opportunities. A 
weak personal brand leaves you 
liable to be passed by. In this 
course, personal branding 
expert Lida Citroën helps you 
identify what your personal 
brand is now and align it with 
the brand you want for yourself 
in the future

Creating a Career Plan : @ a 1 
hour course, covering a broad 
range of career ideas.

The employment landscape can 
be volatile and scary. But with a 
solid career plan, you will be 
prepared and adept at finding 
work for the rest of your life. An 
effective career plan includes 
knowing how to determine, 
articulate, and sell your 
personal brand. In this course, 
Dr. Chaz Austin will guide you 
through the key steps of career 
planning so you can be sure to 
land that next opportunity.

Building Self-Confidence : 
Short @ 20 minute course

Confidence can help you 
accomplish your goals and build 
strong relationships. But the 
reverse is also true; a lack of 
confidence can hurt you 
personally and professionally. 
Luckily, there are steps you can 
take to build lasting self-
confidence. In this course, 
author and educator Todd 
Dewett shows you 10 
techniques for building 
confidence you can apply at 
work and in your personal life. 

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/topics/career-management?u=2141905
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/creating-your-personal-brand/creating-your-brand?u=2141905
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/creating-a-career-plan?u=2141905
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/building-self-confidence?u=2141905


Valuable Links and References 

• Personal Branding:
• https://nejcslovnik.com/blog/build-your-personal-brand/

• https://coldcollar.com/3-personal-branding-examples-absolutely-copy/

• https://www.linkedin.com/learning/creating-your-personal-brand/creating-your-
brand?u=2141905

https://nejcslovnik.com/blog/build-your-personal-brand/
https://coldcollar.com/3-personal-branding-examples-absolutely-copy/
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/creating-your-personal-brand/creating-your-brand?u=2141905


Appendix
Resources and notes



Creating a career profile



Writing good strong accomplishments

Situation

• Describe the Situation.

Obstacles

• Describe the Obstacles you faced.

Results

• Describe the results you helped obtain 
and the benefits to your employer.

Actions

• List the Actions you took.

Strong 
Accomplishments

In today’s job market, it is important to know 
your skills and be able to find positions that 
require those skills. 

An excellent guide for developing 
accomplishment stories that showcase your 
skills is called SOAR. Your SOAR stories put 
your accomplishments in a business context 
that an employer can understand. And the 
SOAR acronym is easy to remember and will 
help you organize material in interview 
situations.

The SOAR approach works because it…
✓ Presents a complete story, from the context through to the results.
✓ Is applicable outside your industry – shows your thinking process.
You should have as many as 10-20 SOAR stories ready when you go in for an interview. These stories are great for open-ended 
questions.



SOAR Accomplishments Template

SOAR Accomplishment Template

Situation you were in – the story:

Maybe ….

Projects?  Problems solved?  Performance Objectives? 

Obstacles you faced:

Maybe ….

Aggressive timelines? Budget $$$?  Workload?  Staffing needs? Gaps?

Actions you took:

Maybe….

Project planning?  Resource management? Communication? 

Results: Benefits to your employer

Keywords or Words: An analysis of your achievements, accomplishments and successes, can lead to a clear definition of these skills and traits. This analysis enables you to identify 
recurring patterns or themes. These will help you develop your summary statement in the resume and positioning statement in the marketing plan.

Here add….

Personal traits? Knowledges?  Skills?  Strengths?  See any pattern?



Action verbs reference

accomplished consolidated explained maintained remodeled

achieved contained extracted managed repaired

acted contracted fabricated marketed represented

adapted contributed facilitated mediated researched

addressed controlled familiarized moderated restored

administered coordinated fashioned monitored restructured

advanced corresponded focused motivated retrieved

advised counseled forecast negotiated revitalized

allocated created formulated operated saved

analyzed critiqued founded organized scheduled

appraised cut generated originated schooled

approved decreased guided overhauled screened

arranged delegated headed up oversaw set

assembled demonstrated identified performed shaped

assigned designed illustrated persuaded solidified

attained devised improved prepared specified

audited diagnosed increased presented stimulated

authored directed indoctrinated prioritized streamlined

automated dispatched influenced processed strengthened

balanced distinguished informed produced summarized

budgeted diversified initiated programmed supervised

built drafted innovated projected surveyed

calculated edited inspected promoted systemized

catalogued educated installed provided tabulated

chaired eliminated instigated publicized taught

clarified enabled instituted published trained

classified encouraged instructed purchased translated

coached engineered integrated recommended traveled

collected enlisted interpreted reconciled trimmed

compiled established interviewed recorded upgraded

completed evaluated introduced recruited validated

composed examined invented reduced worked

computed executed launched referred wrote

conceptualized expanded lectured regulated

conducted expedited led rehabilitated



Top 10 achievements

An analysis of selected achievements is a useful tool in clarifying skills, 
interests and values. Past achievements often indicate talents, abilities 
and potential and can point the way to future achievements. 
Completing this exercise can contribute to helping you make 
appropriate career choices.  

What we are looking for are the normal achievements within the scope 
of your normal activities, both in and out of work. These could also be 
called accomplishments or successes.  

For this exercise, we define achievements as: things you did 
particularly well and are proud of, regardless of the opinion of others. 
These will also be instances where your motivation was high and 
where you enjoyed what you were doing.  

Using that definition of achievements, what are your 10 achievements 
that best fit this description? If possible, include some from your early 
life (even childhood) as well as from your adult life. You may use 
achievements at work or away from work. You may find it most useful 
to create a longer list and then narrow it down to 10. 

Do not attempt a detailed description of them. Simply title each and 
mention the main thing you did and give the overall results.  

Top 10 Achievements

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
Your achievements help you tell your story – what makes 
you proud, what generates excitement and builds or aligns 
with your brand?


